The paper investigates two strategies and four tactics of verbal countermanipulation in Russian language discourse with the help of discourse analysis. The author provides a definition of the term "countermanipulation" and the description of linguistic characteristics of two strategies and four tactics of countermanipulation based on the analysis of the material taken from various sources (TV debates, radio discussions, etc.). The results show that verbal countermanipulation and its strategies and tactics need to be further examined on a deeper linguistic level with analysis of a larger amount of language material.
I used various types of Russian language discourse to collect the data for this research: starting with political debates and TV talk shows and ending with fiction. The interesting fact is that, on one hand, I found more cases of effective implementation of the broken record tactic in the fiction rather than in the political debates and radio discussions and, on the other hand, I met more examples of successful usage of the tactic of revealing manipulation technique in political debates rather than in fiction. So in this paper I will look at and analyse various types of discourse to define the countermanipulative strategies and tactics and their linguistic characteristics.
Strategies and tactics of verbal countermanipulation
Widely used mass manipulation influences the tendencies of language development, more specifically, many books are written on the topic of how to learn the science of manipulating the others (Powell, 2014; Hutton, Parris, 2015; Fisher, 2016; Fletcher, 2016, etc.) In this regard, some linguists emphasize that nowadays it is highly important to develop the strategies of defence against manipulation because "language changes (or changes in language behaviour) can also trigger social changes" (Wodak, 1989: XV) . To defend oneself from the manipulation effect the communicator can use a number of countermanipulative strategies and tactics serving as the means for his/her defence. The notion of a strategy is defined by linguists as "a property of a 'plan', that is, a (cognitive) representation of an action sequence that will be executed. It is that property of a plan that guarantees that the action sequence is carried out effectively and optimally, given the (known or assumed) circumstances of the action context" (van Dijk, 1984: 115) . Consequently, the strategy includes a number of actions. They are aimed at reaching the certain communicative aim. "The tactic must be considered as one or several verbal actions which promote the realization of a strategy" (Issers, 2008: 110) . Thus the strategy may contain a number of tactics. Some psychologists describe a number of strategies and tactics of countermanipulation (Braiker, 2004; Nazare-Aga, 2004; Sheinov, 2014; Edmüller, Wilhelm, 2006) using their own terms and names but without any sufficient explanation of why they chose this or that term or name. Sometimes the names of the tactics are ill-considered. The name of the tactic "ignorieren und weitermachen" (ignore and continue) (Edmüller, Wilhelm, 2006: 33-34) does not correlate with its description. The authors say that the communicator should not yield to manipulation attempt and ignore the comments addressed to him/her, but then they add that within this tactic one can use pauses in conversation and constructive suggestions. In other cases authors give different names to one and the same phenomenon. For example, the tactic of revealing manipulation technique is called "disabling the manipulation" (Braiker 2004) and "aus der Situation treten" (the way out) (Edmüller, Wilhelm, 2006: 39) . Therefore there is no uniformity in the terminology of countermanipulation. In this paper I make an effort to specify and explain the names of two strategies and four tactics of countermanipulation from the linguistic point of view.
Overt resistance strategy
The overt resistance strategy is frequently used in a public sphere (political TV shows and debates, radio discussions, etc). The aim of this strategy is to protect oneself from manipulator's control by using the direct ways of resistance to manipulation, when there is no need to save good relationships with a manipulator (if he/she is not a chief, special guest, etc.). The strategy involves the usage of particular tactics, two of which are proposed further in the text.
Tactic of revealing manipulation technique
The mechanism of this tactic lies in allowing manipulator to know that his/her manipulation has been disclosed. It is realized verbally by using words or phrases pointing to the attempt of manipulation. Two examples below illustrate this tactic. Example 1. The tactic is used by one of the participants (A) of the Russian popular TV talk show 1 . The opponent B uses a manipulative technique, ascribing to A the words that he did not say (the manipulative aim is to discredit the opponent). A points to the manipulation attempt three times. This repetition enhances the effect of countermanipulation, which effectively reveals the manipulative technique. A: I am the last person to join Merkel's followers and multicultural policy. After some time B asks A a question: B: Nevertheless you represent the side of multiculturalism, as I see it. You agree with the fact that peacefully, let the migrants come to Europe, let's be friends all together. You know that when we had terroristic acts in Russia, we had a metro exploded in Moscow, none of the Europeans went and laid flowers to the Russian embassy [...] A: You are now putting the words in my mouth, which are exactly the opposite to those that I said [...] I've said exactly the opposite! You are putting the words in my mouth, which not only I've never told, but exactly the opposite to those that I said (Poedinok: Barshevsky vs. Zhirinovsky. Ot 24.03.16 (HD)).
Example 2. The second example is taken from the radio discourse 2 . The interesting fact here is that the tactic is implemented in the form of a question:
1 The talk show "Poedinok" -the debates between Vladimir Volfovich Zhirinovsky and Mikhail Yurevich Barshchevsky (A) are devoted to the problem of the influence of terroristic acts in Belgium on the European security policy, migration policy and restriction of rights and freedoms of the European Union citizens. The expert from the side of Zhirinovsky -Vasily Vlasov (B) -takes part in a discussion. 2 The radio programme "Sukhoi ostatok" (Radio Finam FM) -discussion between Alexey Anatolievich Navalny (A) and Evgeniy Alekseevich Fedorov. Navalny claims that the party Edinaya Rossia gives political cronies to the corruptionists, 
Flat refusal tactic
Longman dictionary defines flat refusal is "a refusal etc. that is definite and which someone will not change" (Longman Dictionary. English version). This tactic is used both in public and private spheres. The aim is to show the manipulator that his/her control is completely denied by his/her conversation partner. Its linguistic characteristics are the negative particle "not" and the lexeme "no" in the function of a determiner and exclamation. . A wants to entice B to buy their medical service products. A: Good afternoon! Can I speak to Anna? B: Anna is speaking. A: Anna, I'm a specialist of a X medical clinic. Now we are having a special offering for you. You can be medically examined by any specialist in our clinic for free! Will you tell me your age and I will inform you to which specialist you can be sent? B: You see, now I have no need to be medically examined, so I think there's no point in telling you my age. A: But this is a really unique offering! If you can't come yourself, can you tell me who from your friends or relatives can be given such a present? B: Thank you for your care, but I really think that my friends and relatives can take care of themselves on their own. A: I got it. Thank you!
Covert resistance strategy
Covert resistance is veiled so that the manipulator cannot at once understand that his/her conversation partner opposes his/her manipulation. So it can take longer to make the manipulator leave his/her manipulative attempt to get something from you. As of shifting the negative assessment from several people to the whole party Edinaya Rossia. The host of the radio programme Yuri Pronko (B) reveals the Speaker's 1 wrong generalization. 3 TV talk show "Pryamoi razgovor" (Plain talk) -the debates between Aleksey Anatolievich Navalny (A) and Anatoly Borisovich Chubais (B). A accuses "Rusnano" and its CEO (B) of undue application of the public money. A wants B to come back to the political sphere, use his political prestige and advocate for fair election and science development in Russia. A manipulates the viewers that B was much more successful and authoritative in political sphere rather than in business sphere (the strategy of discrediting B as a chairman of "Rusnano" ). 4 The viewer of the talk show "Pryamoi razgovor" Elena Vasilyeva (A) asks a manipulative question addressed to Chubais (B). If Chubais answers "no" then it automatically means that he does not think Navalny's investigation of state corporations' corruption is important for the society. That fact discredits his personal interest in fighting corruption in Russia. 5 "Igra vslepuyu" (Blind play) by Valery Afanasyev. A merchant (B) from Abudag (city) with his ship's company approaches the other city's wharf and wants to moor to it though all the free places are occupied by other vessels. He sees the opportunity to remove one of the ships which is being unloaded. Two merchants start to argue for the mooring place. Vik (A) buts into their conversation and addresses to the merchant who wants to get the place for his ship. The merchant uses manipulation mentioning his high standing in his own city Abudag. 6 The example is taken from my own experience. The names are changed due to the privacy policy. a rule, covert resistance strategy does not seem to be so categorical and flat, due to the need to stay in good relationships with the manipulator. The covert resistance tactics are more inventive and tortuous so they can take more time and effort as they often need to be repeated several times to get the effect.
Broken record tactic
The mechanism of this tactic has been described by a number of scientists, viz. Braiker (2004), Nazare-Aga (2004), Edmüller, Wilhelm (2006) , etc. By repeating the same word, phrase or sentence with the same intonation the communicator counteracts and neutralizes the manipulator's efforts to get the benefit from him / her. Example 1. The talk between Nozdrev and Chichikov from "Dead souls" by Nikolai Vasil' evich Gogol 7 . Nozdrev tries to reveal Chichikov's manipulative aim (to sell the dead souls at a good price) using the broken record tactic.
Nozdrev:
Of what use would they be to you? Chichikov: Never mind. I have a purpose in wanting them. Nozdrev: What purpose? Chichikov: A purpose which is strictly my own affair. In short, I need them. Nozdrev: You seem to have hatched a very fine scheme. Out with it, now! What is in the wind? Chichikov: How could I have hatched such a scheme as you say? One could not very well hatch a scheme out of such a trifle as this. Nozdrev: Then for what purpose do you want the serfs? (Gogol, 1916: 77) In the end Chichikov has to say the purpose though made up on the spot -as if he wants to get married, but the bride's parents demand that he possesses not less than three hundred souls, so he needs to get them. Still the tactic implemented by Nozdrev is effective as it makes the manipulator refuse of his manipulation technique (get the souls without telling the purpose). (Vyazemsky, 2010: 19-20) .
Clarification tactic
The aim of this tactic is to get more information from the manipulator about his/her intentions. The usual form of the tactic is a question. The example from fiction 9 is illustrated below. B uses such manipulative tactics as deceit (The gold is flowing to the duke's treasury) and generalization (I shouldn't wonder if his treasury will soon become bigger than the emperor's one). By using the clarification tactic A asks B to specify his arguments ( The measures which will allow us to restrict the influence of duke Fagua and some of his supporters [...] 7 Translated by D. J. Hogarth. Chichikov comes to Nozdrev's house. In the beginning of their conversation he exacts a promise from Nozdrev to satisfy his request under any circumstances. Chichikov asks Nozdrev to sell him his dead souls without saying why he needs them. 8 "Pushki privezli" (Cannons are delivered) by Yuri Vyazemsky. Kirill (B) lands a role which he hates because it has a "dull and idiotic" text. However he cannot refuse it as the director counts upon him. Assistant director Serafima (A) calls Kirill to inform him about the film shoot. Kirill manipulates her feelings hoping that they take somebody else for this role. He also finds excuses in his being busy. 9 "Igra vslepuyu" (Blind play) by Valery Afanasyev. By asking elaborative questions the emperor (A) manages to make count Oster (B) give up his manipulative plan which is to convince A to shift duke Fagua from his territories and send him to the very dangerous mission from where he cannot come back so that B can take the duke's territories later.
